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	 Letters to the Editor

n Fan Mail



will expose her incredibly muddled mind to the public. It

should also shorten her career in teaching. The students

were correct in their “revolt.”

	

Where was Tom Cormen, the Chair of the Writing

Program?

	

My thanks to Tyler Brace for his interview exposing

this disturbed, disgraceful teacher.

Jerold F. Lucey, MD ‘48

Professor of Pediatrics

University of Vermont



American Centre Kolkate. I am interested in it. May I

request you to please arrange to send me complimentary

copies of the Review, and include my name and address in

your mailing list for this purpose. I look forward to hearing

from you soon. I hope I will receive a favourable response

from your end. I understand Eleazar Wheelock founded

the college in 1769 and became its first President, and

guided the college through the early days of the American

Revolution which culminated in the American independence in 1776.

Tapan Kumar Mukherjee



n Dreary Times



n Great Commencement Issue



Sir—



Sir—



	

The dreary appearance of your publication seems to

reflect accurately the intellectual content, both of which

I find offensive. I hope you will stop sending the ugly rag

and solicitations like this to my address.



	

I thought the Commencement 2008 issue was one of

the best ever! Keep up the good work!

Art O’Hara ‘46



C. Patrick Raleigh ‘61



n Priya Re-Hash



n Language Lapse



n A Passage to Hanover



Sir—



Sir—



Sir—



	

I can’t imagine how Priya Venkatesan ‘90 was ever hired.

She is obviously a very disturbed person who needs help!

I hope she does continue her suit against the students. It



May I have the honour of introducing myself to you. I am

a lecturer in Philosophy here in a local university college.

Recently I have come across a copy of your periodical in



	

Is it not duplicitous to say “the hoi polloi” since hoi

means “the”? [TDR 5/16/08]

Bruce ‘37



	 AoA Election: What Now?

By Aditya A. Sivaraman &amp; David W. Leimbach

	

After the votes had been tallied, the Dartmouth College

Office of Alumni Relations announced on June 10 that the

anti-lawsuit slate took all eleven positions on the Association

of Alumni (AoA) executive committee. The voting, which

began on April 28, saw a record 38 percent of alumni cast

votes. The “Unity Slate” won with approximately 60 percent

of the total number of votes cast. The newly elected members

acted promptly on their promise to end the lawsuit, which

was officially dismissed a few weeks later on June 27. As

the election chapter of this story comes to a close, several

new issues remain to be resolved.

	

Foremost among the questions left to be resolved is

the future of alumni representation regarding the Board of

Trustees. Some supporters of the “Unity Slate” had argued

that their platform was anti-lawsuit but not anti-parity, and

that there would be attempts by those elected to address

the parity issue. Given that there were divisions within the

60 percent majority that voted against the lawsuit regarding

parity, the question now remains if anything will be done to



S



ome supporters of the “Unity Slate”

had argued that their platform was

anti-lawsuit but not anti-parity, and that

there would be attempts by those elected

to address the parity issue.

address the concerns of the 40 percent of the alumni who

felt that the costs of a lawsuit against the College was worth

preserving Dartmouth’s tradition of parity. Will external

parties play a role? Some alumni, possibly including John

MacGovern, the founder of the Hanover Institute, have

indicated an interest in pursuing independent legal action.

Such action, however, would have very little hope of success

because of a previous legal ruling from the 1990s. That ruling found that individual alumni do not have standing for a

suit against the College. The Association of Alumni cited

this ruling in the just-overturned lawsuit as an argument

their favor.

	

Furthermore, how will the results of this election

affect the dynamic between the Alumni Council and the

Association of Alumni? For some time, certain individuals,

often associated with the administration, have sought to

	

Mr. Sivaraman is a sophomore at the College and the

Vice President of The Dartmouth Review.

	

Mr. Leimbach is a sophomore at the College and a

Senior Editor of The Dartmouth Review.



expand the influence of the Alumni Council at the expense

of the Association of Alumni. Many of those same forces

argued that the pursuit of legal action on behalf of alumni

was outside of the authority of the board of the AoA. This

election is likely to accelerate the withering of the Association of Alumni, and, if this is to be the case, we can only

hope that the Alumni Council will do two things: first, it

needs to become more democratic and representative of

the alumni as a whole, and second, it must step forward

and become a stronger advocacy body on behalf of the

recently disenfranchised alumni base. Fortunately, there

has already been movement in this direction. The Council

recently announced that it is restructuring itself to become

more democratic. The results of the changes will only be

fully assessable in the coming years.

	

The results of the election also have implications for

the selection of James Wright’s successor as President of

the College. Often, the pro-lawsuit candidates were accused of being associated with a conservative conspiracy.

Is it possible that a similar smear campaign will be waged

against any presidential candidate that does not fit the typical administrative (i.e., bureaucratic) mold? What effects is

this likely to have for the possibility of administrative reform

in the foreseeable future? The highly politicized nature of



the recent AoA elections bode poorly for the prospect of

an objective and non-partisan search for Dartmouth’s next

president.

	

There is also something to be said for the irony in the

alumni effectively voting to permanently relinquish part



T



here is also something to be said for

the irony in the alumni effectively voting to permanently relinquish part of their

own right to vote.

of their own right to vote. As current undergraduates at

Dartmouth, we are disheartened to learn that the majority of alumni are disinterested enough in the future of the

College to give up part of their right to have an active role

in its governance, and that we will no longer inherit the

same measure of voice that our proud alumni fought for

at the end of the nineteenth century. How many consider

the passionate devotion and continued involvement of our

alumni to be the strength of this College? If the Board of

Trustees and the administration willingly reached out and

explained with actual arguments why parity is a bad thing,

it would be a good start.				

n
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	 Editorial

Politics as Usual

	

“The first thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers,” Dick the And the parity side invited this upon itself.

Butcher ranted to a crowd of his cohorts. Taking pot-shots 	

What was essentially an issue of better management

at lawyers has a long history; stretching back to Shakespeare at Dartmouth became a political cause and a rallying call

and beyond, I’m sure. There has certainly been no shortage for the institutionalized right. Editorials were published

at Dartmouth as of late. In this case, Dick lists this as one in right-leaning editorial pages; calls to arms were issued

of the great facets of his utopia. It was a crowd pleaser.

by right-leaning think tanks; and the some of the petition

	

As attractive a possibility as that is for some people, it candidates looked like tools of the institutional right. In

is a condition of the time we live in that the law profession short, the call for proportional representation, which is in

reaches ever-greater heights of importance and necessity. the best interest of all alumni, was conflated with unpopular

Yet that doesn’t mean people aren’t weary of the seemingly right-wing causes like the war in Iraq. It’s no wonder, then,

ceaseless parade of litigation throttling the country. They that the vote turned out the way that it did.

are. And they were evidently weary of the Association of 	

Dartmouth doesn’t benefit from being at the center of

Alumni’s (AoA) lawsuit against the Board of Trustees.

a political battle. Students don’t benefit if the College is

	

The AoA lawsuit may

dragged now more to political

have been about parity, but

right and now more to the

for many alumni the recent

political left. Students benefit

AoA elections had nothing

from free, frank, and open

to do with Board of Trustee

discussion. Political orthodoxy

proportions, and it had everyis always oppressive, no matter

thing to do with the disgrace

the particular flavor.

brought upon the College by

	

Undoubtedly the bigthe lawsuit.

gest advantage to having the

	

For the most part, I will

lawsuit now behind us is the

resist the temptation to parse

renewed focus on the things

the meaning of the overthat brought about T.J. Rodgwhelming defeat of the ‘Parity’

ers initial run for the Board,

slate (how many of the 60 permuch of which was obscured

cent were simply against the

by the lawsuit. So what has

lawsuit, how many are against

the lawsuit been obscuring?

A.S. Erickson

proportional representation,

Well, there are several things.

etc.), and simply note that

Bureaucracy continues unthe recent victory of the ‘Unity’ slate over the ‘Parity’ slate checked. Numbers from the Office of Institutional Research

delivered the lawsuit’s coup de grace.

show steady growth in non-faculty staff over the last four

	

More interesting than reading subtleties into the vote, years. Not only that but the administration is cleansing its

is figuring out where the parity side went wrong. The own ranks of innovators. The recent dismissal of Andy Harfascinating thing about this vote is how many people voted vard ‘71, Director of the Outdoor Programs Office (OPO),

against their self-interest. It would be just as strange if, all provides a case in point. During his four years at the OPO,

of a sudden, American voters decided that they no longer which oversees the DOC, Harvard restructured the Outing

wanted to elect their own senators and repealed the 17th Club to the point that it was almost entirely student run.

amendment. That’s not to say there aren’t arguments for More than that, he was wildly popular with DOC members

removing this right from voters—and it’s not to say that there and an excellent fundraiser.

aren’t reasonable arguments for doing away with proportional 	

Chris Polashenski ’07, the force behind the new Harris

representation on the Board of Trustees (though the Board Cabin, voiced common fears in a letter circulated amongst

itself has failed to come up with any such arguments)—but DOC members: “Andy promoted bottom-up student leadit’s curious that voters would deem themselves incapable of ership in a world which increasingly promotes top-down

making such decisions. Yet that is precisely what graduates staff driven activities . . . . I greatly suspect and fear that his

of Dartmouth have done.

vision for a club which is student run and which expands

	

During post mortem examinations of political defeat, and changes to always better itself, more than the flaws of

it’s always tempting to cry afoul of the other side or to wring his methods, is why he was fired.”

one’s hands at the ignorance displayed by the voters. But 	

The administration, through Acting Dean of Student

that is just the problem: what was fundamentally a non- Life Joe Cassidy, remains stonily silent about the reasons

political issue became a political lightning rod. The other behind Harvard’s departure. Though this lack of transparside didn’t play dirty, and intellectually honest people could ency may be business as usual in Parkhurst, it bodes ill for

find themselves on either side of this issue.

the ongoing presidential search: innovative leaders beware,

	

In a sense, the parity side was hoisted by its own petard. Dartmouth is not the place for you.

The excesses of their rhetoric and—more awkwardly pain- 	

Another trend was highlighted by the recent departure

ful—the excessive rhetoric of their ideological allies painted of philosophy professors Julia Driver and Roy Sorenson;

the College in an impossibly unattractive light. Current namely, the College’s inability to hold on to big name

students and recent graduates couldn’t possibly take seri- professors. James Wright’s tenure has been marked by

ously all of the Doomsday bombast floating around. It just Dartmouth’s physical expansion and renovation. With the

didn’t jive with their Dartmouth experience.

recent unveiling of plans for the urban chic Visual Arts

	

Most problematic, however, was the implicit (and some- Center, the administration’s focus continues to be on all

times explicit) bundling of the petition trustee movement things architectural. But students don’t choose Hanover

with the back-and-forth baby-boomer culture war. Instead over New Haven because they’re drawn by Dartmouth’s

of greater versus lesser administrative transparency it was urban aesthetic. The next leader of the College, in contrast,

right versus left; instead of larger versus smaller bureaucracy will need to focus on Dartmouth’s intellectual expansion

it was right versus left; instead of great professors versus and renovation. World-class facilities make a college pretty.

ideological hacks it was right versus left; it became political. World-class faculty make a college thrive.		

n
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	 The Week In Review

College to Shed its

Charming Image

	

The College recently unveiled its new pet project, a

$52 million Visual Arts Center. The new Arts Center will

house the Studio Arts department and a newer version of

Loew Auditorium. The building’s design, which has been a

source of polarized debate, approaches 100,000 square feet

and includes a walkway to the Green. Perhaps the project

is Dartmouth’s way of completing a trio of new buildings

that many consider “hideous” additions to campus: Berry

library, the Hopkins Center, and, now, the new Visual Arts

Center. It seems that the College is straining to shed its

quaint New England town image and trying a hipper version of Williams. The town of Hanover currently lacks an

architectural committee, so the townspeople of Hanover

have been unsurprisingly hostile towards the plans and can

do little to stop Dartmouth from going through with them,

with the exception of the Planning Board. Construction is

expected to begin in the fall of 2009. When asked to comment, one film major supported the new building’s urban

aesthetic: “I’ll tell you, one thing is for sure. I’ll feel way

cooler smoking outside of the new center than I do now,

next to these quaint brick buildings all over campus. Three

cheers for diversity!”



College Plays Musical

Chairs with its Buildings

	

The Office of Residential Life received two houses on

East Wheelock Street in a transfer from the College’s Real

Estate Office. The two houses, which currently house faculty

and staff, were transferred for the purpose of housing the

AZD and Alpha Phi sororities. Renovations will begin this

fall, and the sororities will be able to move in by the fall of

2009. The renovations are expected to make the houses

more amenable to Greek life, for example by knocking down

walls on the ground floor to make them more open. In a

related story, members of Alpha Theta were forced out of

their house this summer so the College could erect more

walls.



We’re Going to be Rich!

Filthy, Filthy Rich!

	

Ten to twenty years out of school, Dartmouth grads earn

more money on average than the alumni of other American

schools, according to a recent study compiled by PayScale.

com. Edging out the second place Princeton alums, who

make $131,000 a year, the average Dartmouth alumnus

makes $134,000 ten to twenty years after his graduation. The

findings are particularly remarkable considering that recent

graduates (within the last five years) make $58,000—good



“I’m thirsty too.”

—Col. James A. Donovan ‘39—

enough for only 18th place when compared to their peers.

Forbes, which reported the findings, largely attributed the

success of Dartmouth graduates to the loyal and tight alumni

network. Monica Wilson of Career Services, told Forbes that

the success was based on the College’s success at creating

well-rounded people. Dartmouth also placed well when

schools’ top ten percent of earners were averaged, coming

in second behind Yale.



Rolling in Green

	

The Dartmouth fundraising juggernaut keeps trundling

along at a nice little clip. The College recently announced

that they had passed the $1.1 billion mark, right on target.

The so-called “Capital Campaign” is a seven-year fundraising

initiative with the goal of raising $1.3 billion by December

2009. More than half of the money is said to be invested in

the “recruitment and retention of faculty.” The professors

aren’t getting quite as good a deal as it sounds—much of it

is going to new academic buildings.



Stephen Colbert,

Former Reviewer?

	

This past month, Dartmouth Alumni Magazine published a faux biography, written by Robert Sullivan ’75,

about Comedy Central anchor Stephen Colbert, who has

perpetuated the running joke that he attended Dartmouth

as an undergraduate in the early eighties. IvyGate Blog



called the article “antifunny” (irony at its best), although

blogger Mike Bechek obviously can’t appreciate the inside

references to Dartmouth culture. According to the article,

Colbert fraternized at the Tabard, where he spent his

days obsessed with playing Dungeons and Dragons, and

impressed professors James Wright and Jeff Hart. What’s

more, Sullivan pits Colbert in the midst of the brouhaha of

the early Review days, including the assault on the shanties on the Green in 1986. In fact, Colbert found heroes

in the Review founders, tried to follow in the footsteps of

Dinesh D’Souza, and had an immense attraction to Laura

Ingraham.

	

Overall, the story isn’t very funny, although it isn’t

antifunny. Rather, it’s an entertaining bit written for recent

alumni who still get their news from the Colbert Report.

The article also makes reference to a system of hazing at

the Review, which, of course, never happens.



A Sporting Triumph

(Sort Of)

	

Topher Bordeau, insanely hardcore erstwhile coach of

the Big Green’s Heavyweight Men, recently coached the

USA’s national eight to a gold medal at the World Under-23

Rowing Championships in Brandenburg, Germany. Earlier

this summer, the squad had taken to the water for a training

camp at Dartmouth on the Connecticut River, undoubtedly

the finest stretch of water your correspondent has ever

rowed. It is unlikely, however, that they were subjected to

quite the same regime as Dartmouth’s varsity athletes. A
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	 The Week in Review

even more frustrating. All master-debating jokes aside,

they invade Novack with their laptops and occupy all the

electrical outlets, then they talk about foreign policy, energy

policy, and even some philosophy but only after simplifying their subject into buzz-phrases and taglines, and worst

of all, they are diligent in their research at the notorious

place of procrastination. How dare those minors evoke

guilt for our waning work ethic; they don’t earn the right to

condescending looks until they get a diploma. Nevertheless,

a visit to FoCo during dinnertime to witness the ensuing

ridiculousness brings solace and makes one wonder, “Was

I that obnoxious four years ago?” Yes, yes I was.



DHMC Does Well at

“Making Folks Feel Good”



“Like, what we need is more cute profs, right?” “Absolutely.”



—Col. James A. Donovan ‘39—



former oarsman, possibly suffering from PTSD, spoke of a

‘triathlon’ involving a swim across the Connecticut and back,

a 50 mile bicycle ride to Moosilauke and finally a mountain

run.

	

The men’s heavyweight eight is the blue ribbon event

of any regatta and has traditionally been the fief of US

rowing—and by far the most important for national selectors. Despite losing out on the victor ludorum prize to a

remarkably talented German team that won no fewer than

five events on their home water, victories in both the men’s

and women’s eights will surely be regarded as ‘mission accomplished’ ahead of this summer’s main event in Beijing.

Dartmouth will be represented in the Olympic Regatta by

Dominic Seiterle ’98, who will be competing for the ominously powerful Canadian eight, hot favorites for the gold

medal.

	

Unfortunately, no Dartmouth men made the heavyweight U23 crew, although Anthony Fahden ’08 competed

in the lightweight four. This is a reflection of what has been a

trying year for Big Green crews, who nevertheless exceeded

expectations with a solid performance in the season-ending

Eastern Sprints and IRA regattas. Things may be looking

up for the Dartmouth crews in Ivy competition next year

however, with only Columbia making the Grand Final of

the IRA Varsity Eight competition. One thing is for sure,

Dartmouth crews lack neither the facilities nor the coaching expertise to succeed. If the College can attract enough

athletic firepower to be able to compete with larger institutions, we can expect to see great things.



The Lazy Days of Summer



Stoners Invade the Bagel

Basement, Soil Everything

	

Several teenagers with present or past connections to

Bagel Basement broke into the store late at night in early

July. Police discovered all of them asleep at four in the

morning on a routine check. One of them constructed

a makeshift mattress from bags of floor, while the others

presumably were less picky. The restaurant had to temporarily close because of health code violations including

extremely potent sanitizers, open containers, and sleeping

in the ingredients.



Constantine Fired, Finally!

	

Columbia’s Teachers College professor Madonna Constantine was fired last month for plagiarism. Constantine

was accused of plagiarizing over a dozen times from three

separate people, although she later accused them of plagiarizing from her. In one case, Constantine used over ten

pages verbatim from one of her graduate students, passing

it off as her own work. In the wake of the Priya Venkatesan

controversy, it seems that the Ivy League has been plagued

with incompetence of late. Like Venkatesan, Constantine

tried to play victim and placed blame on a culture of hate

and envy within the educational community. Last fall,

Constantine found a noose hung outside of her office door,

which gained national attention. The controversy led to a

campus-wide outcry during which many Columbia students

rallied behind her.

	

However, Columbia has finally realized that being the

victim of a hate crime (or staging a hate crime on oneself?)

does not excuse one from being held accountable for academic negligence. Constantine is in the process of appealing

her dismissal, which will likely give the Columbia Spectator

a few more months’ worth of headlines.



	

Dartmouth-Hitchock Medical center is ranked highly

in the 2008 U.S. News and World Report of America’s Best

Hospitals and has been ranked highly for many years. Though

DHMC is the best cancer center in New Hampshire and

was the only hospital in the state to make the list (44 out of

170) for the best cancer center, Media Relations Manager

Jason Aldous reminded Upper Valley community members

to take such rankings with a grain of salt, stating that U.S.

News and World Report’s method of data collection is far

from perfection. Yet, he notes that “considering there’s

almost 600,000 or 700,000 hospitals in the country, to be

in that upper one percent is a significant distinction.” (A

distinction that no doubt helps in promotional presentations

as well.)



Dispatches from the DOC

	

In early July, leaders of the Dartmouth Outing Club

were shocked to learn of the sudden resignation of Andy

Harvard, the director of the OPO, or Outdoor Programs

Office. Rumors circulated that Harvard, who established

a precedent of strong support for independent, student-led

initiatives at the DOC with minimal administrative interference, was forced out of his position by higher-ups hostile

towards his leadership style.

	

None of this has put a damper on the DOC’s usual

summertime activities. In addition to offering weekly opento-campus trips to hike, paddle, climb, fish, shoot, and work

at the organic farm, this past weekend, the Outing Club

ran “the 50,” a Dartmouth tradition in which teams of four

students each embark upon a grueling 50-mile overnight

hike from Hanover to the Moosilauke Ravine Lodge. About

three-quarters of the 32 students who attempted to complete

the 50 reached the Lodge on their own two feet, with the

remainder dropping out due to injuries.

	

In other DOC-related news, the Moosilauke Advisory

Committee has recommended that the fabled Moosilauke

Ravine Lodge be replaced in the near future due to natural

deterioration of its wood structure. The now over 70-yearold “Lodj,” which hosts a diverse variety of activities—from

First-Year Trips to weddings—was originally intended to

last for 35 to 40 years.



Befuddled?

Perplexed?



Kids These Days...

	

Summer has arrived, and room and board abound at the

college on the hill. What, then, does the administration do

with the rooms uninhabited by college students? They bring

in hundreds of high paying, high school kids (There are much

younger ones as well.) to experience the Ivy League in all

its glory miles away from their parents. Apparently, these

summer programs range from sports camps to academic

coaching venues.

	

With each group, there are certain attendant annoyances—besides their general immaturity, of course. For

example, the growth-related needs of the younger, pubescent children require that the Home Plate dining area be

reduced to an all-the-grimness-you-can-eat buffet where

the Grill isn’t even open.

	

Then there are the debate campers who are perhaps
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	 TDR Exclusive

Editor’s Note: The Dartmouth Review recently received a

document outlining Dean Crady’s new alcohol policy from a

well-placed individual. The new policy will be made public

during the upcoming fall term. The document we receivecd

is printed below in its entirety.



procedures and regulations.

• Monitors should not consume alcohol or be under the

influence of any other substances while monitoring the

event.

• Monitors should receive training regarding their role.

One source of training is the Dartmouth College Sponsor,

Monitor, and Server Workshop. (aka “AMP Training”).



Best Practices

	

The “Best Practices” listed below were designed to

assist sponsors develop internal management practices

regarding the provision of alcohol at various type events.

These items focus upon health and safety matters at events

where alcohol is present and not on general issues regarding

the management of facilities or events. Those issues should

be discussed with your advisors, class deans or recognizing

department.



Sponsor Duties &amp; Responsibilities

• Sponsors are responsible for the entire event, they

should be present at all times during the event and are responsible

for assigning duties to the monitors,

servers and others who are working

to ensure a successful event.

• Sponsors are responsible for resolving problems that arise during the

social event, including those at the

entrance, exits, and serving area.

• Sponsors are responsible for

managing an event in such a way

that surrounding area residents,

both members of the Dartmouth

and Hanover communities, are not

disturbed or disrespected by the

event or attendees coming or leaving the event.

• Sponsors must be actively enrolled

Dartmouth students who are at least

18 years old.

• Sponsors are listed on the registration or notification information and

are easily identifiable during the

social event.

• Sponsors should not consume

alcohol or be under the influence

of any other substances during the

event.

• Sponsors should receive training regarding their role.

One source of training is the Dartmouth College Sponsor,

Monitor, and Server Workshop. (aka “AMP Training”).



Server Duties &amp; Responsibilities

• Servers are usually Dartmouth College students who

are supervised and assigned duties by the sponsor. The

server should be expected to responsibly dispense, distribute or otherwise provide alcohol to an individual who

is not visibly intoxicated.

• Servers must be 18 years of age to serve alcohol according to New Hampshire law.

• Servers should not consume alcohol or be under the

influence of any other substances while serving alcohol

at the event.

• Dartmouth College maintains a list of approved cater-



—Surprise!—

ers with a valid New Hampshire liquor license. These

caterers may be hired as servers.

• Servers should receive training regarding their role.

One source of training is the Dartmouth College Sponsor,

Monitor, and Server Workshop. (aka “AMP Training”).



Monitor Duties &amp; Responsibilities

• Monitors are usually Dartmouth College students who

are supervised and assigned duties by the sponsor.

• Monitors provide a safety net at the event for all guests.

They should intervene if behavior creates a less than safe

or hostile environment. They also provide a safety-net

for those who may be feeling the adverse affect of having

consumed too much alcohol and are in the best position

to provide assistance and to call for a “Good Sam”.

• Monitors typically work at the entrance door, exits,

circulate through the event, or other locations at the

direction of the sponsor to ensure the safety of guests,

security of the facility, and compliance with applicable



Alcohol Management

• Alcohol should not be the primary focus of the social

event.

• Invitations, posters, and other event publicity may

include reference to alcohol being served but alcohol

should not be the focus of the publicity.

• Drinks should be measured, poured, and mixed in view

of the individual who is being served the drink.

• Guests should not be permitted to bring alcohol into

an event.

• Any alcohol that is present before, during, and after the



social event must be secured in a manner so that access is

limited to hosts and/or servers. No alcohol may be placed

in a location where guests may serve themselves.

• Clearly defined start and end times for alcohol service

should be posted.

• Alcohol should be distributed from one designated

serving area that is attended by servers throughout the

duration of the social event.

• To protect their guests, sponsors should ensure that

open containers of alcoholic beverages are not permitted

to leave the social event.

• The sponsors will ensure that all those attending the

social event present proof of legal age (legal ID with a date

of birth) in order to consume alcoholic beverages.

• Some form of identification should be used to identify

those who are of legal age to consume alcoholic beverages.

Wristbands work well for this purpose. The College will

provide wristbands to all sponsors if requested.

• Clearly posted signs listing guest expectations may assist

in managing guests. Several examples: We only serve

those 21 and older; We don’t serve intoxicated individuals;

and, You are our guest respect the property.

• Servers should have a duty shift

of at least one hour. The longer

the shift the better able the server

is to identify those individuals who

should not be served since they

know how much and who they have

served previously.

• There should be sufficient servers

to provide service to the guests, to

check for age and level of intoxication. In most instances, at least

two servers should be working at

one time.

• Quick Reference for Calculating

Servings:

1. Calculate the possible number

of servings

(# of anticipated drinkers) X (# of

hours of Event) = # of servings

2. Determine quantity necessary to

accommodate # of servings.

• Quick Reference: Containers of

Servings:

1 Keg = 150 servings of Beer

1 Bottle (liter) of wine = 6 servings

of wine

1 Gallon = 128 Ounces

1 Liter = 33.8 ounces

• Quick Reference: Individual Servings

1 Serving =12 ounces of beer (non “ice” beer) or 5

ounces of wine or 1 ounce of distilled 80 proof spirits

or hard liquor.

• Many students who attend an event do not want to

drink alcohol or to drink alcohol for the duration of the

event. As a result, non-alcoholic beverages are required.

Beverages other than water should be offered. Sponsors

want all guests to have an enjoyable time. Sponsors will

likely spend a great deal of money ensuring that those

who choose to drink are provided for. Those who choose

not to drink should be provided reasonable alternatives

such as coke, ginger ale, or bottled juices.

• The consumption of food and snacks during an event

helps to slow the absorption of alcohol by guests. In addition, providing food and snacks demonstrates that you want

your guests to have a good time. The provision of food or

snacks does not need to be cost prohibitive. Popcorn can

be made throughout the event and placed in locations at
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Safety &amp; Security Role

of these events tend to be held in locations not affiliated

with Dartmouth. As a result, additional planning may be

• The Department of Safety and Security is available

necessary to ensure a safe event.

to assist sponsors with any situations that might arise.

• Most events held off campus involve a contractual

They can assist with “Good Sam” calls, disruptive berelationship with a vendor/provider of the facility. Unhavior, emergency issues and as a resource in planning

lcohol should not be the primary focus

derstanding and complying with all terms of the contract

are important to the

of the social event.

success of the event.

• In most circum• Sponsors and monitors should walk around the facility

stances, the owner/

to ensure that guest are respecting facility property and to

operator of the locaidentify those individuals who have had too much to drink,

tion will have specific

assess their level of intoxication and call for assistance to

guidelines regarding

ensure the safety of the guests.

the serving of alco• Drinking games by design encourage those participating

hol at the event and

to consume alcohol in a fairly rapid manner. While drinkwill also impose some

ing games are not prohibited, attention should be paid to

restrictions upon the

ensure that participants do not become intoxicated.

attendees of the event.

• Caterers/ Third Party Vendors: Sponsors may contract

Those restrictions

the assistance of a College approved caterer with a valid

might include:

New Hampshire liquor license to serve alcohol. The

• Only those 21

caterer must assume in writing all the responsibilities

years of age or older

that any other purveyor of alcoholic beverages would

will be provided

assume in the normal course of business, including but

alcohol

not limited to:

• No alcohol may

• Checking identification cards;

be brought into the

• Not serving minors;

facility by any per• Maintaining absolute control of all alcoholic containson attending the

ers present;

event

• Collecting all remaining alcohol at the end of a function

• Any person who

(no excess alcohol, open or unopened, is to be given,

is visibly intoxicated

sold or furnished to host or sponsoring organization or

will not be allowed

attendees); and

in the event

• Vendors must remove all alcohol from premises.

• The owner/opera• A list of College approved caterers is available on the

tor may require some

Conferences and Special Events blitz bulletin board.

person to be hired as

a security officer to

monitor the event and

Facility Management

to control access at the

door to prevent those

• Actual or anticipated social event attendance should not

already intoxicated

exceed one and a half times the fire code capacity of the

from gaining entry

event location/facility over the duration of the social event.

or to prevent alcohol

The number of individuals permitted at a social event

from being brought

should not at any time exceed the legal limit established

into the facility.

by fire safety codes.

• Based upon past

• One main entry point should be designated for the

experience any group

event.

hosting an event off

• Other access or exit points should be monitored to

campus should hire

ensure that only those who the sponsor wishes to attend

an individual to work

are allowed access to the event.

security to assist with

• Monitors should be present at the entry point to control

event management

access to the event for capacity compliance, allowing only

even if not required by

those welcome to attend to enter, to verify identification

the owner/operator of

and to identify those of appropriate age to consume

the location.

alcohol.

• Transportation to

—In Need of Constant Supervision—

• Normally at least two individuals should be working the

and from the event

entry door at any time. More may be necessary depending

should be carefully

upon the nature of the event.

the event.

planned. Those attending should not operate a vehicle

• Guests of friends of community members should be

• During any Category One or Two event, sponsors

after they have been drinking. The use of designated

identified and if allowed to enter a list should be maintained

should expect that Safety and Security Officers will visit

sober drivers for the event can assist with this issue. In

including the guests name and who from the Dartmouth

the event.

addition, many groups have decided to hire a bus to

community they are with in case the need arises to assist

• During that visit the Officers will:

transport attendees to and from the event.

the individual.

• Announce their arrival at the entry point and expect

• When transportation is hired they will likely place restric• Some guests desiring entry may already be intoxicated

one of the monitors working the door to escort them

tions upon who may use the transportation. Typically, aland should be denied access. These individuals may need

into the facility.

cohol will not be allowed to be present or consumed on the

assistance and Safety and Security should

• They will check the following:

vehicle. As a

be called under the “Good Sam Program”

• The presence of monitors at the entry point

result, makhe Department of Safety and Seto ensure that they are appropriately cared

• Attendance in the facility for possible over-crowding sure that

curity is available to assist sponsors no individual

for.

ing

• Any time a large group of individuals gath- with any situations that might arise. They

• Life safety concerns such as blocked exits

violates this

ers in one place it is important to ensure that

• The method used for identifying those of age to

regulation

in the event of an emergency all in attendance can assist with “Good Sam” calls, disrupconsume alcohol

will be part

can quickly exit the facility. Sponsors and tive behavior, emergency issues and as

• The alcohol service area to ensure that alcohol is

of the sponmonitors should ensure during the event a resource in planning the event.

being served to one individual at a time, kegs are

sor’s role. For

that nothing is blocking the hallways, stairs

properly tagged if applicable, and that there are a

this circumor exits.

sufficient number of servers working

stance, hir• For some events, hiring an individual to assist with

• That sufficient quantities of food and non-alcoholic

ing a security officer to assist with this issue may be of

monitoring the door may be useful. Safety and Security

beverage are present

assistance.

can provide assistance in securing an individual to perform

• That only those of age are being served

• When off campus it is important to remember that the

this function.

• To provide assistance to any individual who may

“Good Sam” policies do not apply to local law enforcement

appear to be visibly intoxicated and in need of mediagencies. If a person needs assistance the sponsor should

cal care.

not hesitate to call 911 for medical assistance. The imporOff Campus Events with Alcohol

• To check the perimeter of the location.

tant issue is the individual’s health and well-being.

• If during the visit the Officers determine the event is

• Alerting a cab company that individuals may require

• Many organizations host events such as “Formals” in

not being run properly the Officers may shut down the

rides at times during the evening may be helpful. Not

locations outside of their organizational facility. Most

event for the safety of the guests.		

n

all guests may want to stay for the entire event.

the facility relatively inexpensively. Other opportunities

can be found by purchasing bulk quantities of pretzels,

chips and other items. Some events, such as a cocktail

party may call for a special type of food or snack.
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	 TDR Interview: Professor Donald Pease

By A.S. Erickson

The Dartmouth Review: First off, I think most undergraduates have a somewhat vague idea of what the MALS program

is. Could you talk about the program a little bit?

Professor Donald Pease: The letters in M.A.L.S. stand for

the Master of Arts and Liberal Studies. The MALS Program

emerged in the early 1970’s because some professors here

and at Wesleyan University and at Georgetown felt that the

ethos of the liberal arts—that is, the attitudes and beliefs

associated with the liberal arts—could be moved into a

graduate environment. This meant that instead of requiring

graduate students to focus restrictively on a single subject,

that a graduate program should have an interdisciplinary

focus. Students who pursued, say, the question of the cultural

context of Moby Dick—just to cite what we’ve just been

discussing—could see how the history and political theory,

as well as the literary culture of the time, all informed the

construction of that book, as well as the understanding of

it—or lack thereof—in 1851.

	

So the program emerged at Dartmouth in the early

1970s because faculty at the time thought that Dartmouth

should add a pedagogical dimension to the institution that

permitted adult learners in the community, Dartmouth

College staff and administrators, and Dartmouth graduates

who went on to teach in prep schools

and in community colleges, to engage in

graduate school courses organized around

interdisciplinary approaches to subjects

and areas of research.



has assumed different forms. MALS has either provided

compensation for one of the instructors or enhanced the

research funds of one or both instructors of the College

Course to facilitate MALS students work together with

undergraduates in those College Courses.

TDR: Beyond the COCO courses, can you give me some examples of the specific MALS courses that graduates take?



about scrutinizing those presuppositions. The students and

faculty who participate in these conversations are the joint

beneficiaries of this truly interdisciplinary knowledge.

TDR: You teach the Addictions COCO course; do you

teach other MALS courses? What is your role within the

MALS program?



Pease: After I agreed to chair the MALS program, I undertook the redesigning of it. When I took up the position

of Chair, MALS had only one track. It was called General

Liberal Studies. While the General Liberal Studies track

offered MALS students a vast array of possible courses

that they could take for their degree, it did not provide any

orientation for the organization of their interdisciplinary

research. As a consequence, the program was lacking in

coherence. Since the General Liberal Studies track didn’t

provide MALS students methodogical preparation for the

continuation of their graduate education, they discovered

that many graduate programs would not recognize the

MALS degree as adequate preparation for admission into

Ph.D. programs.

	

The new concentrations produced tracks that enabled

MALS students successfully to pursue advanced graduate

degrees. For example, over the last two years, two of our

Cultural Studies Concentrators received fellowships to

study American Studies and Renaissance

Literature at the University of Michigan,

and another was just granted an assistantship at Oxford University. Over that

same time period, graduates with a Globalization Studies concentration have

TDR: That’s fascinating. Have you

received assistantships to NYU, Indiana

read Anthony Kronman’s new book,

and Princeton University in AnthropolEducation’s End? [See page 14]

ogy. Three years ago, a young woman

from our Creative Writing concentration

Pease: No, I haven’t read that. Is it

received one of the MacArthur “Genius

good?

Grants”—which, as you know, are usually restricted to artists and academics

TDR: Yes, it’s pretty good. It talks a lot

who are pretty far along in their careers

about how the humanities went wrong

. Her name is Anna Schuleit, and her

in overspecialization, and it sounds like

work became of such interest to the

this is a way to get a higher degree in the

MacArthur Foundation that they gave

humanities without overspecializing.

her a five-year grant to continue working on her installations. That grant also

Pease: Yes, the MALS Program does that,

brought attention to the changes in the

but it also enabled undergraduates—at

MALS program, and the importance of

that time, Dartmouth students did not

these initiatives.

—Wentworth Hall, on the far left, Houses the MALS Program—

have the option of undertaking honors

	

But after redesigning the intheses—to work with Master’s students

terdisciplinary tracks of the MALS

arts college. The MALS concentrations in Creative Writaround topics and joint concerns. The undergraduates who

program, I discovered that many of the other aspects of

ing and Cultural Studies mirror the Arts and Humanities

took classes with MALS students participated in discussions

it needed re-evaluation as well. That was a daunting but

division, the MALS concentration in Globalization Studies

that were especially beneficial to the MALS students who

potentially wonderful challenge. MALS is fortunate to have

comprises the Social Sciences sector of the program; and

were learning how to teach high school and prep school

a world class faculty, and they have played an indispensable

the emergent concentration in Environmental Studies will

students, as well as to the Dartmouth undergraduates who

role in revamping the program’s structure. However, I do

inaugurate an interdisciplinary project in the Sciences.

were learning how to think about problems from interdisnot think that the changes that the faculty recommended

	

The MALS Program insists on the importance of inciplinary perspectives.

could have been codified into readily understood rules and

terdisciplinarity to each one of the concentrations. Once

	

So from the time of its beginning here at Dartmouth,

procedures were it not for the skill and expertise of Lauren

professors from different disciplines introduce that kind

MALS worked quite well for undergraduates and Master’s

Clarke, the Executive Director of MALS, and our remarkof critical environment within the classroom, a profound

students alike. As you know, since Dartmouth does not have

ably capable and efficient office staff.

interdisciplinary conversation ensues. For example, if a

Ph.D. programs in the social sciences and the humanities,

	

Each Summer I also teach an Introduction to Cultural

Cultural Studies course on Cold War films is taught by a

MALS supplied members of the social science and humaniStudies with Professor Patricia McKee whose very differprofessor in Film Studies and a professor in History, as a

ties faculty who wanted to pursue interdisciplinary research

ent disciplinary perspective on Cultural Studies results at

summer offering in MALS recently was, the professors will

projects to create courses and develop interdisciplinary

times in quite intense conversations with our students and

invariably produce very different understandings of the

research projects that enriched the undergraduate curwith each other. In the past, I taught a MALS course on

films’ significance. After the differences in their profesriculum and also facilitated the development of the Master’s

the Culture of the Cold War with Marty Sherwin, who won

sors’ interpretations become explicit topics of classroom

program.

the Pulitzer Prize last year for his book on Oppenheimer.

conversation, the students discover that the differences in

While I discussed events and policies from the perspective

the knowledges produced within the fields of History and

TDR: Are undergraduates still able to take classes within

of Cold War literature, film and drama (I concentrated on

Film Studies are in part the consequence of the disciplinary

the MALS program?

Joseph Heller’s Catch–22, Arthur Miller’s The Crucible, and

Marguerite Duras’s Hiroshima Mon Amour), he analyzed the

Pease: Since MALS is primarily interdisciplinary in its

he MALS Program insists on the impor- same cultural terrain from his perspective as a historian of

orientation, the MALS program cooperates with the [underatomic diplomacy (his primary texts were NSC-67, George

tance of interdisciplinarity to each one Kennan’s essays, and his own prize-winning history, A World

graduate] College Courses (COCO) Program in developing

interdisciplinary courses that are open to undergraduates of the concentrations. Once professors from Destroyed). Students loved it.

and MALS students alike. The College Courses at present

different disciplines introduce that kind of 	 The MALS program brings faculty together in the

constitute the primary institutional location for the interacsame classroom space who have different points of view and

critical

environment

within

the

classroom,

tion between MALS students and undergraduates. College

whose interests are not restricted merely to defending their

Courses, as you know, vary wildly in subject matter. I’ve a profound conversation ensues.

disciplinary enclaves. In conversing with one another about

taught in the COCO course “The Culture of Addiction”

problems of shared concern, these MALS faculty invariably

for a number of years, and MALS students have worked

produce classroom situations in which they discover how

together with undergraduates in that course with what I assumptions that have been internalized by the exponents of their different intellectual perspectives reveal the blind-spots

consider very good outcomes for both undergraduates and these different disciplines. Moreover, when, in the course and lacunae within the disciplines from which they approach

MALS students. The financial basis for this cooperation of these discussions, students also discover that the differ- these topics. The MALS courses that result from these joint

ent knowledges that their professors have produced about ventures are deeply edifying all the way through.

	

Mr. Erickson is a sophomore at the College and Execu- Cold War film were in part the outcome of the different 	

I began teaching in the MALS program in the Sumtive Editor of The Dartmouth Review.

presuppositions organizing their fields, the students go mer of 1976. I became so invested in what I considered

Pease: Yes, and let me reiterate that from its beginning in

1973, MALS has introduced scholarly initiatives that helped

the students and faculty at the undergraduate level, as well

MALS students. You know from the research that’s coming

out of the humanities and social sciences in particular that

many professors in these divisions have undertaken areas of

research that are intrinsically interdisciplinary. But except

for the programs that embrace an explicitly interdisciplinary

orientation—e.g., Latin and Latin American Studies, Women

and Gender Studies, Environmental Studies—Dartmouth

faculty have few opportunities to work on projects or organize

research that require an interdisciplinary approach. When

I became Chair of the MALS program, I re-organized the

course offerings as “concentrations”—in Cultural Studies, in

Globalization Studies, and we’re in the process of creating

one in Environmental Studies. I re-organized them in that

way so as to mirror the divisions of knowledge in the liberal



T
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	 MALS and a Liberal Arts Education

the educational benefits of the courses that I taught that I

wanted to take this program—which was under threat of

being discontinued when I became Chair in 1999—and attempt to renew it. In the recent past, Dartmouth’s faculty

members were a little tentative about expressing an interest in teaching MALS students. This past year Dartmouth

faculty from across the Humanities and Social Sciences have

expressed interest in teaching in the MALS Program.

	

Over the last six years, MALS and COCO have entered

into a reciprocal relationship. While I take great satisfaction

in fostering COCO courses by investing MALS revenue in

them, I find it even more gratifying to offer junior faculty

who are unable to turn their interdisciplinary research

projects into the basis for undergraduate courses the opportunity to organize MALS courses out of those projects.

After junior faculty turn their research into MALS courses,

those courses can thereafter be recycled as COCO courses



Y



ou don’t become a first-rate Ph.D.

institution until the Ph.D.s you have

turned out educate students who want to

matriculate at Dartmouth’s English department to pursue work on their Ph.D.s.

within the undergraduate curriculum. The course that

works for students in the MALS program thereby becomes

of comparable benefit to undergraduates taking COCO

courses.

TDR: When did you take over the program?

Pease: I think that was in 1998—no, ’99 was my first

year.

TDR: And before that, the program was primarily for people

looking to teach at—?

Pease: During the first twenty years of its existence, MALS’

primary constituency taught in high schools and prep

schools. Over the past decade, MALS has continued to

address the pedagogical and scholarly needs of high school

and prep school teachers (as well as the adult learners and

Dartmouth administrators in the program), but it has also

extended its applicant pool to include young scholars who

are pursuing Ph.D.s as well as degrees in Law, Business

Administration, Medicine, and Engineering. As a result,

the MALS applicant pool has undergone a dramatic change.

In addition to prep school and high school teachers, recent

graduates from institutions of the standing of Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Berkeley, Bowdoin, and Dartmouth began

applying for admission to MALS. MALS is now considered

a very good site of transition for recent college graduates

who want to be exposed to the wide-range of methodologies associated with Globalization Studies, Cultural Studies,

Environmental Studies before going on for a higher degree.

MALS offers them that.

TDR: How many students are in MALS?

Pease: We enroll between seventy and ninety MALS students during each term of the academic year, and about

a hundred each summer. So it’s a fairly large graduate

program.

TDR: And what’s the breakdown between older students

who had probably taught some high school or prep school

before and people straight out of college?

Pease: Over the last decade, the ratio has shifted. During

the academic year, probably two thirds of the students are

recent graduates—they’re not necessarily right out of college. Another third include adult learners, Dartmouth staff

and students who have returned to complete the MALS

degree. In the summer, the ratio is somewhat different.

In addition to the year-long students, many high school

and prep school teachers enroll in the summer quarter.

In all, about a hundred students enroll in the summer. Of

that one hundred, I’d estimate that about forty percent are

high school and prep school teachers. So it’s a 60/40 ratio

during the summer term.

TDR: How long, if they just do summer terms, does it take

them to complete the MALS program?



Pease: It takes about five summer terms. You can complete

a MALS degree in about a year and a half if you enroll

year-long.

TDR: And are there any challenges that the program is

facing right now?

Pease: When you administer a program, there are always

challenges. Last year I discovered that in their public presentations of their Masters theses, MALS students drew

audiences that differed drastically in size and interest. The

MALS students whose friends and relatives lived close by

would draw between twenty and thirty persons. Others drew

between one and two to their presentations. International

students were among the MALS graduates most adversely

affected by this disparity in attendance. To address this

problem, I decided to turn the theses presentations into

discussion panels. I aggregated all of the theses into related

concentrations and divided them into discussion groups

consisting of three theses presentations on a related topic

of no more than fifteen minutes. We scheduled three of

these discussion groups each day of the final week of the

term. Since the members of each discussion panel included

MALS students with large and not so large followings, the

audience for each of these panels remained about the same

size. The panel discussion format also enabled the theses

presenters to engage in conversation with their audience

and with each other. When I am confronted with a problem, I try to find a solution that creates a benefit for several

different constituencies. When it benefits multiple groups,

I know that the solution is working.

	

Another problem that I’m trying to solve at present

involves heightening the sense of camaraderie and collegiality among MALS students. Each summer, I direct a

MALS Symposium around an issue of great concern. For

example, we had a symposium on the ideology of terrorism

two years ago. Last summer, the symposium topic was the

prison houses of democracy. This summer, we’re going

to discuss “1968.” The Summer Symposium fosters intellectual community that is missing from the other terms of

the academic calendar. So presently I’m trying to figure

out a way to produce intellectual cohesion in the absence

of a symposium, and I’m considering various structures that

might accomplish that purpose.

TDR: Can you talk a bit about the place of graduate studies at Dartmouth? I’m not talking about the professional

schools, but more within the College.

Pease: I think Dartmouth is an institution that has done

well by way of John Dickey’s having produced a rationale

for offering doctoral programs in the sciences while simultaneously maintaining a commitment to undergraduate

education. The asymmetry between the doctoral research

in the sciences and the absence of Ph.D. offerings in the

liberal arts sector of this institution sustained Dartmouth’s

commitment to the liberal arts. The liberal arts ethos, which

MALS continues, facilitates Dartmouth students’ exposure

to a broad range of very different disciplines while enabling

them to choose the particular discipline(s) in which they wish

to concentrate. MALS ratifies that ethos in its emphasis on

interdisciplinarity as the core of graduate education.

	

You could not have Dartmouth undergraduates exposed to up-to-date science research if you did not have

doctoral programs in the sciences. If Dartmouth did not

have Ph.D. programs in the sciences, the institution would

lose the capacity to bring scholars to Dartmouth who were

pursuing cutting-edge scientific research. Scientific research

requires laboratories. Labs must be staffed by research assistants. But the Humanities professors do not need, or at

least I don’t feel the need, especially in this market, Ph.D

students to further their research. I’ve published widely, I

lecture internationally. In this job market, if I had graduate

students for whom I could not find jobs, I would feel guilt

each day, because I would feel as though I were benefiting

from their assistance while I was unable to find them suitable appointments.

	

To do my part in fostering the acquisition of Humanities Ph.D.s, I hold an International Institute here at

Dartmouth for one week every summer on the topic of the

Future of American Studies. The Institute brings in Ph.D.

candidates in American Studies from all over the world.

These scholars have developed support networks that have

become the basis for their finding jobs. That institute has

fostered Ph.D. level thinking in my honors students and my

Presidential Scholars, and the other undergraduates I have

invited to the Institute—it has no downside. I get to help



Ph.D. students everywhere. I get to read all their work, so

I know the cutting edge in my discipline, and I assist them

in producing a network that enables them to find jobs. It

would take Dartmouth at least twenty-five years to develop

a first-rate humanities Ph.D. program, and the market is

already inhospitable to the production of any such Ph.D.

program.

	

So I find that what I’m doing as a teacher of undergraduates, to which vocation, as you may know, I am completely

committed—I love teaching—and what I do in MALS, to be

interdependent. They’re reciprocally enriching. Reciprocal

benefits constitute one of my core values. I don’t believe in

doing anything that doesn’t benefit a lot of people. I don’t

believe you should do anything just for yourself.

TDR: The way higher education works seems a little opaque.

Could you talk a little more about the mechanics of what

it would take in order to get a first-rate Ph.D. program in

the humanities at Dartmouth.

Pease: Well, in order to get a first-rate, say, English department at Dartmouth, you would have to produce a

crop—administrators call it “crop”—of Dartmouth Ph.D.

students who would then go out into the larger scholarly

environment, and in the course of their teaching, send their

students back to Dartmouth to learn. That takes two generations. You don’t become a first-rate Ph.D. institution until

the Ph.D.s you have turned out in turn educate students

who want to matriculate at Dartmouth’s English department

to pursue work on their Ph.D.s. The two-generational span

indicates both the substantive value and the durability of



I



think Dartmouth is an institution that

has done well by way of John Dickey’s

having produced a rationale for offering

doctoral programs in the sciences while

simultaneously maintaining a commitment

to undergraduate education.

your Ph.D. program.

	

Of course you could also try the star system. You could

go out and buy celebrity scholars. But if you did that, you’d

have to know that those celebrity scholars are just in it for

the market, and they’d leave you if they received an offer

from a more prestigious (or wealthier) English Department!

So in order to develop a Ph.D. program with gravitas, you

have to decide you’re going to make a twenty-five year

investment.

	

Dartmouth is a first-rate institution; it’s a world-class

institution. It should not agree to fund Ph.D. initiatives that

will remain second-rate for twenty-five years. Dartmouth

should build upon and enrich its already existing doctoral

programs, but I think it would be devastating to this institution to develop Ph.D. programs in the social sciences and

the humanities.

TDR: You mentioned that the MALS program was also

conceived of at Wesleyan and Georgetown. What has happened with those programs? Have they followed the same

arc that Dartmouth’s MALS program has?

Pease: I don’t think they have undertaken the wholesale

redefinition that the Dartmouth MALS program has. And

I don’t say this out of any sense of institutional vanity. I

say it because I do think our MALS program is unique. I

don’t know of any other MALS programs that have developed concentrations in Cultural Studies, in Globalization

Studies, in Environmental Studies, and in Creative Writing

that allow for the best faculty to pursue interdisciplinary

instruction in courses that they can’t offer in their undergraduate teaching.

TDR: Is the difference between the MALS creative writing

program and an MFA that the MALS program emphasizes

the interdisciplinary?

Pease: Yes. In the MALS Creative Writing track, you have

to fulfill all the interdisciplinary requirements as well as

concentrate in Creative Writing, and that means you could

be both a creative writing instructor in a community college as well as an instructor in the field of literature. MALS

Creative Writers have more options.

TDR: Thank you for your time and best of luck with your

MALS program. 					
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